
RUBRIC CREATIVE WRITING

Creative Writing Rubric: Criteria for Grading Creative Writing. Please fill in the self -assessment section on the bottom
before handing in this assignment. A B C D.

Words are above average, and used appropriately throughout the work. Meets Standards Strong words and
descriptions throughout. A rubric is a scoring guide that helps teachers evaluate student performance as well as
a student product or project. Attempted organization and use of some supporting details evident in the work.
Ideas and style is refreshing and imaginative. Meets Standards There are a few spelling and grammar errors,
however it does not take away from the overall quality of the writing assignment. Example: The student earns
18 out of 20 points. Read each criterion on the rubric and then reread the assignment, this time focusing on
each feature of the rubric. Almost Meets Standards Some idea creativity. Does Not Meet Standards There are
so many spelling and grammar errors that it is difficult to comprehend the meaning. This will help you score
the assignment at the end. Word Choice Exceeds Standards Strong, vivid words and descriptions throughout.
Some new and imaginative ideas. Good writing. Almost Meets Standards An obvious attempt to create a
rhythym and flow. The four-point rubric uses four potential points the student can earn for each area, such as 1
strong, 2 developing, 3 emerging, and 4 beginning. Give the writing assignment a final score. Almost Meets
Standards Some strong words and descriptions. Rubric Basics To get started in creating a rubric, you must:
Read through the students' writing assignment completely. Many words are above average and used
appropriately throughout the work. Does Not Meet Standards. Janelle Cox has an M. Updated July 07, An
easy way to evaluate student writing is to create a rubric. Organization and Development Excellent idea
creativity. Organization and use of supporting details evident in the work. Almost Meets Standards Poor
spelling and grammar muddle the overall effectiveness of this piece. To turn your rubric score into a letter
grade, divide the points earned by the points possible. Sentence stucture is often varied. Some above average
word choices however, many words are used inappropriately. Does Not Meet Standards No attempt to create a
rhythym. Fluidity Exceeds Standards There is a strong rhythm and flow of language. Talented writing. Circle
the appropriate section for each criterion listed. Spelling and Grammar Proper use of spelling and grammar is
employed consistently throughout the writing assignment.


